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ABSTRACT 

We consider service systems with a discrete state descrip
tion X such that the evolution {xt ; t ~ O} is a homo gene ... 
ous Markov Chain. Estimators for system parameters (load, 
loss, mean queue size, mean waiting time, etc) usually 
take the form of a time average 

u = t -1 J u(xs)ds 
o 

or are simple functions of such time averages. (Continu
ous measurements.) For such estimators we derive a method 
to find the mean and variance of the normal (gaussian) 
approximation of their distributions. 

The method is elaborated for the special case of a birth
and-death process and is illustrated with the classical 
estimator of 'carried load' in an Erlang Loss System. 

Estimators based on a sampled record {x"tn; 0 <" tl c t2 < 
••• <~}, 

u = m-
1 f:. u(xt ) 

n=l n 

are treated f~r the cases of equidistant sampling (scan
ning), Poisson process sampling (fixed interval of meas
urements or fixed number of observations) and sampling at 
arrivals. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a (real or simulated) service system with a 
discrete state description X and evolution {xt E X; t ~ O}. 
Measurements are performed in order to superv1se, ana
lyze or predict the behaviour of the system. Due to the 
random nature of the evolution, the system performance 
has to be described by time averages, 

t m 
u := t-

1 J u(xs)ds or m-
1 r: u(Xt ) (1.1) 

o . n=l n 
were 0 < tl < t 2< ••• are particular points on the time 
axis (e g arrivals), or simple functions of such time 
averages. Examples are arrival rate, service rate, aver
age queue size, average waiting time, etc. 

For such a characterization to make sense, we should re
quire that the time average (1.1) tends t~ a constant a 
as t. (m) tends to infinity. Then this limit a may be ta
ken as a system -parameter and (1.1) for finite t (m) 
considered an estimate of this parameter. With this view, 
there will the error e, 

e:= u - a (1.2) 

if we use (1.1) to estimate a . . This error is always un
known, of course, but we should try to estimate, or at 
least bound it. To this end we consider u a random vari
able (rv) (being a function of the random process 
{xt ; t ~ O} ) and determine a number E > 0 such that the 
probability 

p:= Pr{ lel > E} (1.3) 

is small (p = .01 for example). We may then state that 
I e I S E (practically). This gives the desired error bound. 

An exact calculation of the probability (1.3) from prob
ability assumptions about the xt-process (or the service 
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system) is only exceptionally feasible. Fortunately, 
under conditions that are very mild from a practical 
point of view, the distribution of (functions of) time 
averages of the type (1.1) may be approximated by a nor
mal (~aussian) distribution with meanQ and variance 
f3/t ~ f3/m). An appropriate E may then be found from 

(1.4) 

were 1- d) (A ) = p/2 and <l> is the standardized normal 
(gaussianj di~tribution function (See eg [5], TABLE 2.) 

The problem to get an error bound is there'by reduced to 
that of finding the constant ~of the approximating nor
mal distribution above. In th~s contribution we give a 
method to calculate f3 in the case there is a discrete 
state description X such that {xt ( X; t ~ O} may be 
assumed to be a homogeneous (discrete -state) Markov Chain 
(MC). The general method is outlined in section 2.4 and 
is elaborated for the special case of a birth-and-death 
process in sections 3.1-2 (unlimited state space) and 3.3 
(finite state space). In section 3.4 the method is illus
trated for the statistic 'load' on the Erlang Loss Sys
tem. 

We also treat the cases of equidistant sampling (scann
ing), Poisson process sampling (frequently used in simu
lations) and sampling at arrivals ('arrival' statistics). 
(Section 4). 

General conditions under wich (1.1) is asymptotically 
normal distributed (after the appropriate normalization) 
have been given by DOOB [9] ,SMITH [37-38] and for 
homogeneous Markov Chains by CHUNG [41. FORTET [10-1~ 
has derived the normal approximation 01 (1.1) under the 
same conditions as ours and also ~iven a method to calcu
late f3. This method is reviewed ~and somewhat general
ized) in [341 • Though different, FORTET's method is 
similar to t~e method given in section 2.4 below. 

A problem related to our one is that of calculating the 
variance of u (for finite t or m), since for large t (m) 
Var U nJ ~/t (~/m) "in general". '.!.'hus the calculation 
of lim t • Var u yields our f3 "indirectly". This is the 
approach to the accuracy problem taken by SONGHURST [39] 
and many others. The method given in [39J is in effect 
similar to that of FORTET (above), and therefore also to 
our method. 

The accuracy of measurements problem has been treated in 
the context of service (and in particular teletraffic) 
systems b7 several authors: BENES [1-3] , DESCLOUX [6-81, 
HAYWARD l12] , -KOSTEN [HJ, KOSTEN-MANNING-GARWOOD [15], 
KUCZURA.-NEAL [16-17], LIND [19-21], LINDBERGER r22] , 
OLSSON ~3-281, PALM [29-33], RIORDAN [35-36], SONGHURST 
[39J, WALLSTROM [41], WIIKINSON [42] and others. Among 
these, the treatises of OLSSON have been the starting 
point for the more general approach taken in this paper. 
When our method ~s specialized to the cases considered 
by OLSSON" the resulting fl)rmulas become almost identical 
and the resulting ~'s agree. 

2. GENERALITIES 

In this chapter we review some elements from the theory 
of homogeneous Markov Chains and outline a method to cal
culate the parameters a, J3 of the approximating normal 
(gaussian) distribution. f, g, m, u, v denote functions 
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X~R; G, P, Q denote operators on an appropriate space of 
such functions; I denotes the identity operator, Iu=u; 
e: denotes mathematical expectation and e: denotes math

ematical expectation conditionally on the ~vent x =x 
(x(X). 0 

The reader not acquainted wjth operators may interpret 
these as matrixes and functions X .... R as (column) vec
tors. 

2.1 MARKOV CHAINS WITH DISCRETE PARAMETER 

In this se~tion {xt ; t=o,i,.~.} is a discrete ?arameter 
(sub-)MC w1th state space X and one-step transition 
operator (contraction) P: 

xE;X u:X .... R 

The t-step · transition operators (contractions) Pt: 

P tU(x):= Exu(xt ) x( X 

are given as the t:th iterates of P: 

t=1,2, ... 

T~e po,tential v of a function u, 

v = Gu:= u+Pu+p2u+ ••• (2.1) 

is well-defined (as an extended-valued real function) 
at least for non-negative u's. v satisfies the equation: 

v-Pv=u 

When the solution to this equation is not unique, then 
if u is non-negative, Gu is the minimal non-negative 
solution. For (at least) non-negative u's, v = Gu ad
mits of the interpretation 

' v(x) = m(x) := Ex 1: u(xt ) x( X (2.3) 
t>o 

The first-order mo~nt (mean value) function m of a 
series 1: u(xt ) can thus be obtained as the (minimal 
non-negative) solution to the above equation. 

For the second-order moment function m2, 

m2(x) := e: ( r: u(xt »2 
x t~ 0 

x(X 

we get, using the Markov property: 

m2(x) = e: L (u(x ) ·2· L u(x h)-u
2
(x») 

x s ~ 0 s h ~ 0 s+ s 

= e: L ( 2u(x )m(x )_u
2

(x ») x(X x s s s 
s~o 2 

Note that if u ~ 0 then also 2um - .u ~ O. From the inter
pretation of a potential we get (u ~ 0) 
, 2 
m2 = G(2um - u ) (2.5) 

~. 2 MARKOV CHAINS WITH CONTINUOUS PARAMETER 

In this s,ection" {xt ; t ~ 0 3 is a continuous parameter 
(sub-)MC :wit~ st~te _ spac~ .X and infinitesimal generator 
Q, generating a continuous semi-group transition opera
tors (contractions) Pt: 

(2.6) 

P t ~ P Pt) s+ s 

The potential v of a function u, 

v=Gu:=]PtUdt (2.7) 
o 

is well-defined (as an extended-valued real function) at 
least for non-negative u's. v satisfies the equation: 

- Qv = u (2.8) 

When the solution of this equati'on is not unique, then 
if u is non-negative, Gu is the minimal non-negative 
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solution. For (at least) non-negative u's, v = Gu admits 
of the interpretation 

v(x) = m(x):= Ex J u(xt)dt x(X (2.9) 
o 

The first-order moment (mean value) function m of an in-
tegral ~u(xt)dt can thus be obtained as the (minimal 
non-negative) solution to equation (2.8). 

For the second-order moment function m2, 

m
2

(x) := E
x

(JrU(X
t
)dt)2 (2.10) 

o 
we get, using the Markov property: 

e: ( JU(Xt )dt)2 = E 2 Ju(x ) ! u(x h) dh ds x x s h s+ 
= 2 e: 0 }u(x ) m(x )ds 0 =0 

x s s 
o 

Note that if u~ 0 then also u·m ~ O. From the interpre~ 
tation (2.9) we get (u~ 0) 

(2.11) 

2.3 MARKOV CHAIN FUNCTIONALS 

In this section we consider only the continuous para
meter case. After obvious modifications the discrete 
parameter case is a tautologi. Suppose £ xt ; t~ 0) is a 
MC with state space X. 

Take a function u: X~R and consider the functional 
' t 

St:= J u(xs)ds t ~ 0 (2.12) 
o 

We shall say that {St; t ~ 0 } satisfies the Central 
Limit Theorem (CLT) if constants a and ~ can be found 
so that as t -;. CID 

(2.13) 

Where ~ denotes a normal rv with zero mean and vari
ance~ • (le t-1St is asymptotically distributed accord
ing to a normal d1stribution with m~ana and variance 
~/t.) 

Choose a state a( X and denote by {t ) the successive 
points on the parameter axis for WhicH 

x
to

- * a and Xto+ = a (2.1q) 

If the MC is irreducible and positive, then t t } is 
certainly an infinite sequence. The sub-experim~nts 
("tours") 

t <t<t 1} n- n+ (2.15) 

are independent, identically distributed (iid) experi
ments. Put 

!J.t:= t 2-t1 , !J.S:= St - St (2.16) 
2 1 2 

0a:= E !J. S/e: !J. t, 0 2:= e: (!J. S- a .!J. t) , a a 

~a:= Oa
2 

/e:!J. t (2.17) 
THEOREM (CIRJNG) If X is a positive class then El). t is 
posi tive and finite and a , ~ do not depend on a. 
Further, if 02<CD for somt a,aO:l<CD for all aE.X and 
{St 1satisfiesaCLT with O=aa' ~a=~ a. 0 
When {s~l s~tisfies CLT, the constants a ,~ of (2.13) 
are unique. For the sole calculation of these constants, 
it is not necessary ,to stick to the setup in CHUNG's 
theorem. In certain cases it is more convenient to con
sider other choices of regeneration epochs {t l . Pro
vided they render X (above) iid and the inv:hved 
moments are finite oRe has (cf SMITH [38] ) 

a=e:L\S/e: L\t, (3 = e: (L\s - a .L\t)2/e: L\t (2.18) 

Certain composite estimators can be reduced to the 
,linear form (2.12) with respect to its asymptotic dist
ribution. Suppose H = H(u1 , ••• ,uk ) is a continuously 
differentiable real function of k variables. (We use 
superindex to denote coordinate, u=(u1, ••• ,uk).) Put 
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(2.19) 

(constants) for i 1 ••• k 

(2.20) 

has a limi ting distribution (t ~ ex», then 

(2.21) 

has the same limiting distribution (t ..... oo). 0 
(0 denotes inner product.) Note that: 

t 
gradH(<l) O:Ut = t-1/gradH(<l) 0 u(xs)ds 

is of the linear type (2.12) and is the time average in
duced by the .function 

grad H( <l) 0 u ( 2.22) 

2.·4 A METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE NORMING 
CONSTANTS <l AND ~ 

Again we treat only the continuous parameter case. The 
discrete parameter case may be treated along the same 
lines. Comments upon this occur within [ ]. We assume 
that the conditions of CHUNG's theorem a~e fulfilled and 
concentrate on the calculation ofa and p from (2.18). 

Take ft, } to be the consecutive points of a (fictive) 
Poisson nlBernoullil Process with intensity [probability] 
J..L and independent vs the MC {Xt; t ~ O}. Choose a state 
a (X (to be kept fixed for the rest of the discussion). 
Then the subset {t \ of It' 1 for which x(t )=a is a 
sequence of regene~ation epo%hs for the MC, ~incethe 
corresponding sub-experiments (2.15) become iid. Each 
X can be described in the following way (modulo the 
ab~olute time): 

"The original MC l Xt; t~ 0 \ is started from x :=a. 
The transition mechanism .is modified so as to gave the 
intensity ~ of 'halting' the chain whenever x =a. Such 
a 'halt' concludes the sub-experiments. With this modi
fication in mind we get 

t2 d Cf . 
fl S:= J u(x )ds = J u(x )ds given x =a 

sos 0 
tl 2 

Moments E fls, E (fl S) can now be obtained as m(a) and 
m

2
(a) respectively, where m and m2 are the first- and 

second-order moment functions of ju(xs)ds with respect 
to the modified MC. These in turn can be obtained with 
the methods of section 2.2 : m=Gu, m2 ~ 2G(u.m). 

Since also flt and fl S -<l. fl t are of the general 
linear form (2.12) + (2.16), all moments occurring in 
(2.18) can be determined this way, finally giving <l and 
B. (Note that aE: X and ~> 0 are to be kept fixed 

d'uring these calculations!) Composite estimators are 
treated by use of the Lemma of section 2.3. 

COmPutationally this method essentially entails the 
solution of linear equations of the type 

- Qv. = u [(I-P)v = u] 

where Q [p] is fixed, but u varies. (Note that here Q 
is not the generator of the original MC b~t of the sub
MC obtained from the above modification!) 

An advantage of the method is that if for a particular 
system (Q) we have an algorithm to solve - Qv = u (for 
a general ut, then this algorithm can b~ used to deter
mine <l and J:S for various estimators of the general fo'rm 
H(u ) defined ,on this system (by use of the Lemma of 
section 2.3). For service systems of moderate size 
(number of states) it is straight-forward to identify 
Q and use a standard algorithm to solve the equations 
on a computer. 

3. BmTH-AND-DEATH PROC~S MODELS 

Many of the classical (markovian)servi ce system models 
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belong to the class of processes known as birth-and-death 
processes. Typically then the state of the system is des
cribed by 

xt := the total number of customers (in service or (3.1) 
queuing) in the system at epoch t (t ~ 0) 

Changes of state occur due to arrivals and departures. 
If the arrival process is poissonian and the service 
demands are iid and exponentially distributed, the (with 
some restrictions as regards the queuing/service discip
line) the xt-process will be a birth-and-death process. 
This will still be the case if the effective arrival rate 
is state-dependent. Examples are the Erlang Loss System, 
the Erlang Waiting System, the Poisson Traffic Model and 
the Engset System. 

3.1 UNLIMITED STATE SPACE 

In this chapter we consider service system models where 
the above ~tate description renders {Xt; t~ o} an ho
mogenous b1rth-and-death process on the non-negative in
tegers, ie a MC with state space X = lo, 1, 2, ••• }, con
tinuous parameter and generator Q given by (x(X) 

qu(x) :=J.L(x)u(x-l)-( J..L (x)+ A (x) )u(X)+A (x)u(x+l) 

(For x~ X .formallytake u(x) :=0.) Here the functions A 
(the' arrival intensity) and~(the departure intensity) 
define the particular model. We shall only consider 
choices for which 

+ ••• < ex> 

This condition guarantees that the system is stable. 

Since x = 0 corresponds to an empty system, J..L (0) = 0 
normally. However, in the spirit of section 2.4, we shall 
consider a modification withJ..L(O) > O. J..L(O) can be in
terpreted as an intensity of 'halting' the xt-chain when
ever xt=O. The epochs of 'halts' serve as regeneration. 
epochs for the xt-process. The realization is unaltered, 
since the process is immediately regenerated from x=O at 
each !halt'. 

THEOREM · The llotential v=Gu with respeci," to the MC de
fined by (3.2) and with J..L ,(O) > 0 is for u ~ 0 given by 

v(x) = L p(y)-l r: p(z)u(z)/J..L(z) xE: X (3.4) 
Ys x z~ Y 

where p(O):=l, p(x):= 1'( A(y)/J..L(y) for x> 0 0 
y< x 

Proof: (3.4) is the minimal non-negative solution to the 
equation - Qv = u, when· Qv is given by (3.2). QED 

Put t:= epoch of the first 'halt' and take 
t 

St:= J u(xs)ds with u ~ 0 
o 

Then 

m(x):= ExS~ = GU(x) = right member of (3.4) 

From this we get for an increment fls between 'halts' 

Et\S = m(O) = ~ P(z)u(z)/J..L(z) 
z~ 0 

E (fl S)2 = m2(O) = 2G(u.m)(O) 

2 zt:o p(z)u(z)m(z)/~(z) 
2 ') P(z)d2(z) z"ro 

where d(z):=m(z)-m(z-l) (m(-l):=O). 

In the more general case when u takes not necessarily 
non-negative values, but admits of dissection into its 
positive and negative parts, u = u -u , the method and 
results apply to u and u (being ~on:negative). 

t + ' , - t 

Put S; := [U+(Xs)dS, St := [UJXs)dS. Then 

+ - + - + -
St = St - St and £xSt = £xSt ,... £xSt = m - m • 
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When the series of (3.4) converges absolutely (at each 
x(X) it yields e: Sot also in this more general case. A 
similar argument fpplies to E Si. Thus (3.6) and (3.7) 
remain true under absolute co~vergence. 

3.2 ARRIVAL STATISTICS 

Sometimes we have to deal with 'arrival statistics', ie 
statistics based on the states as seen by the arrivals. 
Examples are number of arrivals in a fixed interval, num
ber of arrivals that find all servers busy, etc. 

Let t1 < t 2< ••• denote the epochs of transitions (arri
vals/ departures) and ti< t2<"~ the epochs of arrivals. 
Then 

the state immediately prior 
to the n:th arrival 

.(3. 8 ) 

When the xt-chain is a birth-and-death process of the 
type considered, tx"; n = 1,2, ••• ,' will be an (im
bedded) MC of the tyPe considered in section 2.1. Statis
tics based on x' can therefore be analyzed with the dis
crete parameternanalogy to the method given in section 
2.4. However, it is possible to proceed in a more direct 
manner, without first finding the transition operator of ' 
the x'-chain: 

n 

Consider the functional 
t 

St := 1 f(xs)ds + t~tg(x~) (3.9) 
o n 

Again we modify the ori~inal birt·h-~d-death proc.ess 
{xt ; t ~ O} by taking J.1t 0) > 0, generating 'halt' epochs 
that we take as regeneration epochs. . 

The fundamental problem is to determine 

m(x) := e:xS~ = E xSCI) 

m2(x) := ExS; = ExS; xfX 

were t := epoch of the first 'halt'. 

By consideration of the two ~ossible cases at t1: 
t arrival and t departure t'halt' wen ~ = 0) 
r~spectively, th~ following relations are obtained: 

(3. 10) 

(3.11) 

m(x) = (x~ixi(x) (f(x)/A (x)+g(x)+m(X+1» + 

+ --, 11 fx\xl' . m(x-1) xf X (3.12) 
~ 

(provided m exists everywhere). These relations can be 
arranged into the form (2.8): 

-Qm = f + A.g 

When the solution to this equation is not unique, then 
if u2.0 and v2.0, the minimal non-negative 'solution gives 
the desired m (due to the minimal character of (3.10». 
Thus 

m = G(f+ A·g) 

were G is given by (3.4). 

An equation for m
2 

is 'obtained in a similar way, giving 
(after rearrangement): . 

-Qm2 = 2' f 'm+ A·g
2
+ 2· A ·g.Em (3.15) 

where Em: Em(x):= m(x+1) and m is given by (3.14). 

In case of non-uniqueness, the minimal non-negative 
solution gives the desired m2 when u~ 0, v~ O. Hence 

m2 = G{2·f·m + A·g
2 

+ 2A 'g'Em) (3. 16) 

m, E6.s = m(O) and £(6.S)2 = m2(O) can now be calculated 
from the formula (3.4) by choos~ng u as indicated by 
(3.14) and (3.16). 
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3.3 FINITE STATE SPACE 

Althopgh the methods of section 3.1 apply also to the 
special case were the state space X is finite, X = X = 
{O,l, ••• n} (put A{x):=O for x~n and u{x):=O for x> B),.. 
it is possible to device a sligQtly simpler method for 
this case. To this end we take A{n» 0 (instead of 
Il{ 0) > 0) with the interpretation of an intensity of 
'halting' the chain. If the chain is conventionally re
started from the state x=n each time a " halt' takes place, 
the resulting x-process is st~chastically equivalent to 
the corresponding chain with A{n) = O. Again the epochs 
of 'halts' serve as regeneration epochs for the xt -
process and a fortiori for any summation process 

St:= J u{x )ds t ~O (3.17) 
s<t s 

The choice of A (n) is arbitrary as long as it is taken 
positive, but particular choices may in certain cases be 
preferable. If for instance the state 'n' is a 'block
ing' state, ie arrivals occur also when xt = n but are 
not accepted by the system, we may 'halt' the chain at 
the epochs of 'blocking'. Then A (n):= the arrival in
tensity when x

f 
= n yields the regeneration points as 

the epochs of blocking'. 

For the2Purpo se of calculating the moments E /J. S and 
E (/J. S) of an increment /J. S between two regeneration 

points, consider the process starting from x = n up to 
the epoch t of the first 'halt' and drop tRe restart 
convention. Then S~ = SaD • Hence 

E/J. S = E S = E S = m{n) nit' naD 
11. 2 2 2 

E(uS) =e: S = E S = m2{n) n ~ n CD 

were m and m2 are the solutions to 

} (3.18) 

Written out the equation - Qm = u takes the form 

- Il{x)m{x-l) + (11 (x)+ A(x) )m{x)- A (x)m(x+l)=u{x) (3.19) 

for x€:X with the boundary condition m{x}:=O for x~X. 
Put d{x)n:= m{x)-m(x+l) for xEX. Then m{n) = d(n). n 

More generally d(x) x = O, ••• ,n is the expected incre
ment ?f {St} between the epochs of 'xt = x for the first 
time' and 'xt = x+l for the first time' (were n+l 
corresponds to the 'halt'). The equation for m may be 
transformed into a recursion for d: 

d{x) = (Il(x)d(x-l)+u(x»/A(x) (3.20) 

d(x) does not depend on the parameter n as long as xsn. 
Taking in particular n = 0 we find d{ 0) = u( 0 )/"'A (0). In 
fact, since ~(O) = 0, the recursion can be started from 
x = 0 with d(-l) arbitrary. The explicit solution to this 
recursion reads 

x x y 

d{x) =11 ~ . Z;ilit 0 ~~:~ (3. 21 ) 

In particular we getE!::" S = d(n). In fact the d-function 
gives E!::"S for the wole sequence of systems correspond
ing to n = 0,1... (as long as "'A and \J. are defined)'. 

£(!::"S)2 is obtained with the same method. Replace u 
above with 2'u'm to get 

d2{x) = (Il (x)d2(x-l) + 2.u(x)m(x) )/A (x) 

with d2(-1) arbitrary. Here the appearance of the m
function is a little annoying. Some algebra shows, how
ever, that this recursion for d2 .can be transformed into 

d2(x) =Il(x)/"'A{x) • . d2(x-l) + 2'd
2

(x) (3. 22) 

In particu~ar we get £(6. s)2 = d2(n). 

To summarize these results, and for reference purposes, 
define the transformation v = Ru recursively through 

v = Ru~v(x):=\J.(x)/A (x) • v(x-l) + u(x) 
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withv(-l) finite but arbitrary. (If "A. (x) = 0 for some 
x = x' then put vex) :=0 for all x~ x'.) In terms of R, 

, . 
d = R( u/"-) ge~erates E~ S 

( 
2 A 2 d2 = 2·R d ) generates E (Ll S) 

(j.24a) 

(3. 24b) 

For a summation process involving observations at arri
vals, (cf section 3.2) 

St: = j f(x )ds +'L g(x') (3. 25) 
B<t s tri<t n 

the arguments in the unlimited state space case carry 
over (though we have a slightly different generator Q). 
Here we seek men} and m2(n) , however. When the equation 
for m, - Qm = f+l\'g' is solved for men) with the method 
above, we get 

m(n), = d(n) = R(flA + g)(n) 

Similarly (cf (3.15» 

m2(n) = d2(n) = R(2'f'~ + g2 + 2.g.Em)(n) 

where m is the appropriate m-function. Now Em(x) 
m(x+l) = m(x) - d(x) and some algebra shows that 

d2(n) = R(2'd2 + g2 _ 2.d.g)(n) 

Thus mo~ .generally 

d = R(f/"A.+ g) generates E~S. 

d2 = R(2'd?+ l - 2.d'g) generates E(~ S)2 

(3.26a) 

(3.26b) 

The norming constants Cl and B in the normal approxima
tion of (3.25) may thus be cafculated from the' following 

ALGORITHM 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

3. 4 THE ERLANG LOSS SYSTEM 

For the familiar Erlang Loss System model the 'number
of-servers-busY'-~rocess is a birth-and-death-process 
with intensities A(x) =A x = 0 ••• n-l and \..L(x) = 
,Il·x for x = 1 ~ • ~n where \..L = reciprocal of mean service 
demand and n = number of servers (devices etc), all 
other intensities being zero. Here A = the arrival rate 
is independent of the state; arrivals that find all n 
servers busy, i e xt = n, are 'blocked'. We incorporate 
the e~ochs of 'block1ng' (as 'time-marks') by taking 
also A (n) = "A. , restarting the chain from the state 'n' 
whenever 'blocking'. occurs. 

The (fictive) 'offered traffic' A = "A./\..L is an important 
parameter of this model. We normalize the formulas by 
taking the mean service demand as the time-unit, making 
"A.(x) = A for x = O ••• n and \..L(x); ,K for x = 1 ••• n. The 
basic transformation v = Ru of the previous section then 
becomes 

vex) = x/A' v(x-l) + u(x) , (3. 27) 

A statistic of interest in this connection is (among 
other) the 'carried load'. Put 

(3.28) 

We assume that the system is observed in the interval 
(0., T). Then ' 

L:= total service (load) = ~ f 1(xt )dt (3.29) 
, t<T 

and the 'carried load' = L/T. The constant a and ~ in 
the normal approximation of this statistic may be obtain
ed from the following 'canonic', recursively defined 
functions 
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As for the a-function we recognize the familiar recur
sion for Erlang's Loss Formula, En(A) = l/a(n)~ Conver
sely we get from (3.26a), taking f=O and g=l, the class
icalresul t: l/E (A) = a(n) = E ~ N = expected number of 
arrivals between~lockin~s. !yrther, since R(l/A) = 
= l/A • Rl, we get [AE {A)] = E ~T = expected time be
tween blockings, as is eell-known. It is easy to ver,ify 
that R(l-f/A) = 1. Thus E~L = R(f/A)(n) = a(n) - 1. 

From S~ith's theorem we get (the classical result), as 
T~OO 

This limit gives Cl in the CLT. To o~tain B, consider at 
first ~L-a'~T =~(L-Cl·T) with a:= A· (l-E (A». This 
increment is induced by taking f:= f 1-a.l andng:= 0 in 
(3.25). Thus, 

E( ~L-a ·AT)2 = 2R( d2)(n) 

where d:= R«f1-a·1)/ A) = R(f/A-l) + En(A)'Rt 
= - '1 + En(A) • a. Thus , 

;J:t(d2) = R(1-2.En(A)·a + 'En(A)2.a
2

) ;:: 

= a - 2E (A)·b + E (A)2. c and 
n , ~ n 2 

E(~L-a·~T) = 2.(a(n) - 2.En(A).b(n) + En(A) .c{n». 

When this expression is divided by E~ T, we ,get 

I ~ ,= 2A·(1-2En(A)2. b(n) + En(A)3. c(n» 

From (2.13) we get that for "large" T, 

L/T is approximately normally distributed (a , ~/T) 

In the measuring situation (ie when we want to estimate 
the unknown a) the parameter A is unknown and therefore 
also ~ is unknown. However, the above statement still 
holds (in the sense of an approximation), if in the for
mula for the ~ , A is substituted by a consis~ent esti
mate, eg ,L/(T-E). The approximation can now be used to 
make the approximate error estimate (1. 4). Note that the , .. 
recursions (3.30) are easily implemented on a programr _ 
mable pocket calculator. 

3.5 AN APPROXIMATION FOR ~ WHEN THE NUMBER OF SERVERS 
IS LARGE 

When the number of servers (n) in the Erlang Loss System 
of the preceding section is large, the recursive formulas 
(3.30) become lengthy. In most cases of practical inter
est then also the (offered) traffic A is large. The re
cursive system (3.30) may in such case be looked upon as 
a difference approximation to a certain differential sys
tem of equations. From the solution to this system, the 
following approximations are obtained: 

a(n)- VA • <l> (V )/4> (V) 

b(n)- A • (1+ V· q, (V )/4> (V» 
V 

c(n) ~ 14. \fA. J "q, 2( t)/4> (t)dt/4>, (V ) 

- 1 t 2/2 t 
where ~ (t) =vr;r e - , $ (t) :: f lP (s)ds and 

-CD 
V:: (n-A)/~ (3.34) 

as n,A~CX) while V remains bounded. 

With these approximations inserted into the formula 
(3.32) for~ , we get an approximation' for this ~. 

Numerical calculations for A = 50, 100, 200 and n such 
that E (A) ~ 1, 10~ indicate relative errors of order 
1-1O~ ebich is satisfactory in this connection. 
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It. SAMPLING IN THE TIME DOMAIN 

In this chapter we consider the situation when the system 
(MC) {X

t
; t~O lis sampled at certain time points 

t < t < ••• < t and estimates are to be based on the 
r~cord2{x' = x(mtn); n = 1, ••• ,m 1 ~ We confine . ourselves 
with esttiiktors of the form 

m 
U = _1_ r: u(x') (It.l) 

m n=1 n 
The most important choices of t t n } a:e: equidistant sam
pling (t := n.6 for some 6 > O~, POl.sson process sam
pling (It 1 is generated by a Poisson process of inten
sity y andnindependent vs the.~ystem ~xtl), renewal 
sampling (~t = t -t are l.l.d rv's l.ndependent vs the 
system l x Unand ~~pl~ng at arrivals. In all these . 
cases the ~ecord lx'; n~1,2, ••• ,m 1 is a MC of the type 
discussed in sectio~ 2.1. An obvious way to find the 
asymptotic distribution of u (and in particular a, ~ 
of CLT lif applicable) is to find the corresponding tran
sition operator and use a discrete parameter analogue of 
sections 2.3-It. However, we shall take a closer look at 
the two first case~ and oJ;ttain relations between ~ for 
the present cas~ (p*) and p for its continuous 0 bserva
tion analogue ( ). (As for the case sampling at arrivals, 
cf section 3.2. 

It.l EQUIDISTANT SAMPLING 

As before we assume that (xt ; ~ ~ 0 } is an irreducible, 
positive MC. This property carrl.es over to the record 
lx'; n = 1,2, ••• ,m) and hence thi~ MC is ergodic. Pro
viaed the required moments exist, u will satisfy CLT. 
The limiting distribution (aand~ ) will be independent 
of the initial state (xi) and we may assume that {x'; 
n = 1,2",. \ is (strictlY) stationary. n 

Put Tt := stationary distribution of {x' ) , and let E:1t 
denote expectation with respect to thi~ distribution. 
It is well-known that Tt coincides with the stationary 
distribution of the underlying xt-process in this case. 
Further put 

(1t.2) 

In most applications the autocovariance R(t) will decay 
exponentially, why it is no severe restriction to assume 
that R(t) is (absolutely) integrable. Put 

13:= +r R( t)dt (1t.3) 
-CID 

From the theory of (weaklY) stationary processes we have 

t • Var t-1 J U(Xs)dS-+~ . (t~oo) (1t.1t) 
o 

Thus ~ may be interpreted as the ~ of (2.13) for the 
continuous observation analogue of (It.l). 

If R is integrable, then the autocovariance of the record 
R" (n) = R(n.6) n = 0,1, ••• is summable. Thus 

~ +CI) 
m • Var u-+ ~ := r R(n·6 ) (m ..... (0) (1t.5) * -CID _ 
~ • 6 may be viewed as a discrete approximation of ~ • 
When the difference is estimated with the (one-sided) 
Euler-MacLaurin formula, one gets 

* - 6 6 3 
~ = ~ / 5 + b· (-R ' ( 0+ » + 360 . R'" ( 0+) +... (It. 6) 

The following lemma can be proved: 

(1t.7) 

where Q is the generator of the underlying xt-process.[] 

Example: Traffic load estimation through scanning in 
the Erlang Loss System with c servers 

m 
Consider A1i. = .! L x' • 

m 1 n 

Thus u(x) = x(x=O ••• c) in the general form (It.l). The 
generator Q is given by (3.2) with X(x) = A x = 0 ••• 
c-l and ~(x) =.x x = 1. •• c. (We take the mean holding 
time as time unit).1tis the Erlang distribution with 
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parameters A, c. 

x = 0 ••• c-l 
x = c 

( It.a) 

where ~ is given by (3.32): This approximation has been 
checked against values obtal.ned from the (upper bound) 
approximation given in BENES [3] (Fig 13) and has shown 
close agreement. (Note that (It.a) is considerably simpler 
than the approximation given by BENES, which requires the 
calculation of an eigenvalue.) 

1t.2 POISSON SAMPLING 

Agail!- we . a.ss~e that . the system l. xt ; t~ 0 ) is. a sta
Itionary MC Wl.th statl.onary (margl.nal) dl.strl.butl.on~ • If 
·the system is sampled at epochs {t }, chosen accordl.ng to 
a Poisson process of intensityY ~d independent vs the 
system, the record (x' ; n = 1,2, ••• } will also be a 
stationary MC. n 

If R is the autocovariance (1t.2) for the time-continuous 
case, then the autocovariance for the record R*' is given 
by .. co 

Jt'(n):= Cov [u(x~), u(x~) J = f (:~:)!e-\(t/y)dt, n> 0 

R*(O) = R(O) =0
2 

and R"*(-nt = R#(n) (1t.9) 

As in the . preceding section 
~+co ~ 

m • Var u-t ~ = 2: R (n) 
-Cl) 

Now 
+ex> Cl) j n-l t~ L R*(n) = R*(O) + 2 L (n_l)!e-~(t/Y )dt = 

Cl) ?' 1 0 . +e . :02 
+ 2 J R(t/Y)dt =0

2 
+y. jR(t)dt 

+CI) 0 OD -ID 

jR(t)dt = lim t • Var t-1J ·· u(x )ds ~ 
-Cl) 0 s 
Thus we get the relation 

(It.l0) 

I ~+=02 + y. ~ .I (It.ll) 

where P is the ~ -constant of CLT ~or the continuous 
observation analogue of (It.l) and 0 is the variance of 
u(xo) in the stationary distribution. 

This gives ~ in the normal approximation of u for the 
case of a fixed but large number m of observations. If 
instead we have a fixed (but large) measuring period of 
duration t, then since m/t ~y i,j }'roba~ity, we only 
have to substitute the variance ~ jm ~ ~7N·t) to get 
the normal approximation for this case. 

Example Traffic load estimation in the Erlang Loss 
System with c channels (trunks, servers etc). 

Here 0
2
= A • [l-Ec(A).(C+l-A(l-Ec(A») 1 (1t.12) 

Below we give the variance of the normal approximation 
for different types of sampling. ~ is given by (3.32) 
with n = c. 

Variance 
Continuous observation for ~/t 
t mean holding times 

=[~ + ~2A(1-Ec(A»J/(m5) Scanning; m obs separated 
cS mean holding times 

Poisson sampling with inten- (0
2 +y.~ )/m 

sity Y ; m observations 
2 Poisson sampling with inten- (0 /y +l3 )/t 

sityy ; t mean holding times 
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5. OTHER APPLICATIONS 

We have applied the general method of section 3.1 to the 
Erlang Waiting System (M/M/c) and obtained explicit for.
mulas (in terms of the functions a, b and c of (3.30» 
for the ~ -constants corresp!>nding to. the statistics . 
'proport10n customers that have to wa1t', 'average wa1t
ing time among waiting customers', 'average waiting time 
among all customers' and' average queue size' .'_.¥urther we 
have developed a recursive method analogous to that of 
section 3.~ for the Brockmeyer System. 

Service systems with renewal inpnt (arrival process) of 
the phase-type can be Markovised and we .have worked this 
case out also, in particular for the GI/M/m/n-system. 

We hope to be able to publish these results in a near 
future. 
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